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INTRODUCTION 

, The object of this t·eport is to place on record the survey work 
which has been carried out in recent years in connection with Irrigation 
Projects in the Punjab, It is intended to serve as a guide both tO 
irrigation engineers and to survey officers, when initiating such work in 
the future. Section I & II deal with preliminary considerations and 
will be of interest to the Irrigation and Revenue Departments as well 
as to the Survey of India, Sections III to VI are devoted to methods 
of work, outturn to be expected and cost rates. Only new methods 
have been dealt with, which fall outside the normal work of the Survey· 
of India Department, as everything pertaining to the latter is fully 
described in other professional publications. 

v 



SECTION l 

OBJECTS OF RECTANGULATION AND ITS 
·ATTENDANT OPERATIONS, WITH A BRIEF 

HISTORY OF WORK IN THE PUNJAB 

Rectangulation may be defined as the dividing up of any portio11 of 1. 
land surface into rectangles of fixed size by accurate methods, and Definitions 
demarcating their corners with permanent mar h. 

The area. which can be so divided, without chang~ of origin, is 
subject to the ordinary limitation~ governing the use of rectangular 
co·ordinates and it should not be carried further than about 2 degrees 
East or West of the origin. 

The general 1ay out of rectangulation, as hereafter described, is 
~ubdivided into blocks, and main and small rectangles, which may be de-
fined as follows :- • 

Blocks. These are multiples of main rectangles, sheets, a,nd charts 
and form a convenient basis for design of main traverse and levelling 

_ circuits. Their lettering is utilized in the numbering of stones, charts 
and she.ets. 

Jf[ain 1'ecta~tqlea. These are tne rectangles the corners of which are 
independently fixed by traversing, all further breaking up being sub-
sequently accomplished by sub-division. . 

Small rectmi,qlea. This term· is .used for the ultimate rectangles as . 
demarcated and levelled for purposes of the project. 

· Rectangulation combines, in· a single 'operation, the requirements 
of the Irrigation an~l Revenue Departments as regards engineering and 
administration. 

In a note on the subject, the Chief Engineer Irrigation Works 
P1itijab bas w1·itten as follows :-

" The aim of an Irrigation Project is to bring water by gravity flow 
from its natural source the river, through the main canal, into 
distributaries, and so deliver it, th1'01:gh the water-courses, to the 
individual irrigators at the highest points of the unit rectangles. 

The detailed contoured maps are thus invaluable, firstly to the 
general design of the Project as a whole, secondly, to the accurate 

2. 
Objects and 
aduantages. 

3. 
Irrigation. 
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IRRIGATION SURVEYS 

"alignment, design and estimate of the main canal and distributaries, 
while thirdly, the Rectangulation systsm and its attendant levels 
together with necessary topographical features, are essential to 
the correct design, estimate and construction of the water-courses 
on which the success of the Project very largely depends. Indeed 
it is. not too much to say that the great success of the older 
Colony Canals js due, in a large measure, to their system of 
reclangulation a,nd levelling, for without it, the· highly efficient 
and well designed system of water-courses, which .the canals pos
sess, could not have been obtained". 

The Chief -Engineer, Lloyd Barrage and Canals Construction, in 
a note to the Government of Bombay recommending a similar system 
for the Sukkur Project, tabulates the advantages from- an irrigation 
point of view as follows :- · _ ' 

" ( a) To ·enable an efficient and economical lay-out of watsr
courses and thereby ensure equitable distribution of 

· water. · 

(b) To facilitats the economical use of water. 
(c) To facilitate inspection of irrigation and crops by all con

cerned, by the owner himself as well as by Government 
officials. -

( il) To facilitate assessment of irrigation dues and levy irriga
tion charges in· the simplest and most equitable manner 
possible. · · · 

(e) To avoid loss of head of water by making the channels 
follow the sides and diagonals of squares, instsad of 

. allowing them to wriggle over the face' of the 
country. 

(/) To have !I' simple ·graphic record of irrigable areas and 
so avoid having to depend largely on the lower grades· 
of the revenue and irrigation staff for information. 

(g) 'ro arrive at a definite unit of irrigation i.e. the acre, recog
nis_able for purposes of assessment, illstead of the present 
unit, the survey number, of indefinite shape and size, for 
which full assessment is chargeable whether wholly or 
only partially cultivated. 

( k) To enable accurats data to be obtained for the imposition 
of penalties for breach of rules ". 

· A further quotation from the report by the Ohief Engineer, Irriga
tion Works, Punjab, will illustrats the advantages of the rectangulation 
system as providing a pere1anent basij; for settlement and its necessary 
plans. 



OBJECTS OF RECTANGULATION 

" Settlement and Land Revenue assessment effi.ciency have been 
greatly increased by Rectangulation, as it has provided fields of 
regular shape and size, and, what is more importal)t, of fixed boun
daries·, while the consequent economy in the cost of operations of 
the bi-annual assessment is considerable"· 

A brief history of the irrigation surveys in the Punjab has been 
compiled by the Chief Engineer, Irrigation Works Punjab as follows:-

" (a) The first system of Rectangulation introduced in this Province 
was on the Lower Chenab Canal (surveyed 1890,. constructed 
1892-1900), where the area to be irrigated consisted of unsurveyed 
barren wastes. It was thus essential first to prepare a detailed 
contour survey for purposes of design and construction of irriga
tion channels. The necessary preliminary to this was to divide 
up the waste area suitably by means of some system of rectangu
lation which would permit levels to be obtained at some fixed dis
tance apart. 
(b) 'l'he system was so devised as to provide, in addition to the 

above, units suitable for allotment to irrigators, which -units 
would be capable of sub-division into smaller units suitable for 
registration of irrigation and for revenue assessment. Originally 
the unit selected was the square (popularly known throughout the 
Punjab as 'Murraba', of llOO feet side and approximately 27 ·1 
acres in area). This unit was sub-divided into 25 smaller units of 
rather more than an acre. 
(c) In the earlier Irrigation Projects, i.e. the Lower Chenab Canal 

(surveyed 1890, constructed 1b92-1900) and the Lower Jhelum 
Canal (surveyed H88-98, constructed 1898-1917), the frame work 
of the Rectangulation was laid out by the Irrigation Branch. 
The Revenue Department then carried out the division and sub
division into units and sub-units, and the Irrigation Branch com
pleted the levelling, contolll"ing and mapping. 
(d) While this system was a very great step forward it had its 
defects in that :-
(i).-'rhe work was not as a.ccurate as it could have been, .. and 
(ii).-the various· ·systems of Rectangulation on the different 

Projects, and indeed in different portions of the same 
Project, were not· correlated to, but independent of, each 
other. Consequently the aid of the Survey of India was 
sought and they laid out the frame-work of the Rectan
gulation by base lines at about 5 miles intervals, while 
the Revenue aud Irrigation Departments completed the 
work as before. 

(e) With the advent ofthe Survey oflndia into the field of opera
tion the former unit, namely the 'Square' of 27 · 7 acres, 

5, 
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disappeared, the new unit, the' Rectangle', of 25 acres, of sides 
llOO- 990 feet, taking its place. (The zamindars however conti
nuing the popular term 'Murraba' which is not. now strictly 
correct but is in general use). : · : • · 

The sub·division into 25 equal parts conti~ued, each sub-unit 
being as bef'ore.called a 'Kila', though J?OWof exactly I acre in area. 
(f) 'l'he valuable help thus afforded by the' Sul'\'ey of India next 

led to stilHurther co-operation by them in the surveys and plans for 
the Thai Project, Here, in addition to the base lines, they laid out 
rectangles of 100 acres, and mate1~ally helped· the work of the 
Irrigation Branch le•·elling, by running lines of precise levels and 
providing bench. marks at close intervals, and also, for the 'first 
time, by printing-contoured maps for the Irtigation:Branch. 
(g) This co-operation was still fnrt her extended on the Sutlcj 
Valley Project,- now nnd~r construction, where the entire area 
(over 9 million acres) has been rectangnlated into' 100 or 25 act·e 
rectangles as desired. Also .this entire area has' been levelled; 
contoured, and mapped in detail. . 
(h) In the surveys for the Haveli Project to' be undertaken in 
1926·7 -8 the Survey of India will again do all the rectangulation, 
levelling, contouring and topography as in the case of the Sutlej 
Valley Project. They will also do the niapping and printing,_ and 
in this they are co-operating so as to enable the Ir6gation Branch 
to improve on the maps as supplied hereto". · · ,. 

7. The following are the Projects for which, in varying degree, the 
Survey of -India. bas carried out survev operations. · . . ... -

Name of Party Locality }'ield Season 

.. 

Riverain Detachment Lower Bari Doab _Canal 1906 to 1909 
&l!Hlto 

1914 
Riverain Detachment Gnjrat Rectangular Survey, 1913-14 

Sind Sagar Party, (Punjab) . 
Upper Jhelum Canal 

1917-21 Sind Sagar Doab (:'hal . . . . . 
Project) 

Sind Sagar Party, (No. 23 
· Party) Sutlej Valley Project 1920-26 

No. 23 Party Haveli Project. · 1926-
(In progress) 

No. 24 Party Sukkur Project 1926-
(Iu progress) 
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SECTION II 

PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS FOR DECISION. 
BETWEEN THE IRRIGATION AND REVENUE 
DEPARTMENTS AND THE SURVEY OF INDIA 

BEFORE PREPARING THE SCHEME 

RECTANGULATION 

(a). Size. The size of main rectangles .is governed by survey 
considerations alone and should be the largest possible compatible with 
the possibility of sub-division, within permissible limits of error, by 
the methods employed. They must be capable of sub-division into 
_rectangles of the dimensions required by the Irrigation and Hevenue 
Departments, and their size should be determined after that of the 
small· rectangles. 

'rhe actual limit of size bas been found to be about 3 miles by 
2 mile$ in very open country but, as finality in me_thods of work bas not 
necessarily been obtained, this should not be considered as fixed. In 
ordinary country about 2! miles by 1 ~-miles is preferable. _ 

.(·b) Orientation. Rectangles may be. orientated .in any direction, 
either true N ortb and South, or in relation to the general slope of the 
ground. 'lt is inadvisable to change the orientation unless absolutely 
necessary, as there would be considerable confusion at the junction of 
the different systems. North and South, . or Ea.st and West, are the 
most convenient and should bo adhered to whenever possible. As a 
result of the method of demarcation, all sides of main rectangles arc 
cleared on the gt·ou!'d, but only those sides of the small rectangles 
which are parallel to the short sides of maio rectangles. As levelling 
is -greatly facilitated hJ' being carried, out along ~]eared lines, main 
rectangles should be so orientated that their short sides lie in the 
direction of levelling, which is usually that of the slope of the ground. 
Under the Block ·circuit system of levelling hereafter· described, this 
can usually be effected by correct planning of circuits. In that case 
the only factor affecting the orientation of the long and short sides is 
that traversio<> is reduced to a minimum by being ·carried along the 
latter which should therefore lie in the inost suitable direction .. : · · 

(a) Size. The size of small rectangles is decided by the Irrigation 
and Revenue Departments. The governing considerations are that they 
should be . capable of sub-~ivision into final . plots of the desireJ 

8. 
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angles. 
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dimensions and that they should be of the size necessary to arovide levels 
at points desired for the planning of the project. Thus, if it is intended to 
sub-divide eventually to 1 acre, the small rectangles _may be 100 or 25 
acres, whereas, if the final plots are to be 2 acres, they should be 64 or 
16 acres. It is not usual for the Survey of India to sub,divide below 
the size necessary to give the requisite number of levels. ·Further sub
division can conveniently be canied out by the ·departments concerned. 
In the Sutlej Valley, the Survey of India carried out demarcation to 
100 acres, whereas sub-division to 25 acres was done by- the Revenue
staff. The disadvantage of this system was that, as levelling was to be 
to 25 acres, it was necessary for the levellers to wait until the 25 acres 
rectangulation had been carried out by another department, over which 
the Survey of India had no control, before they could start work. As 
the closest co-ordination is necessary to. get quickest and most economi
cal results, it will usually be better for the same agency to carry out the 
levelling and the rectangulation to the size required for it. 

(b) Orientation. The orientation of small rectangles is not of much 
importance if the difference between the long and short sid~s is not 
great.. If the short sides lie in the direction in which the levels are run, 
the distance between levels along these sides is slightly decreased and 
increased along the long sides, and the Irrigation Department should 
decide which arrangement they prefer. 

These vary with local conditions. In the Punjab, where the karam 
is the unit of measurement by Revenue surveyors, an acre 220 feet by 
198 feet has been adopted, these lengths being measureable in karams 
(5! feet). In Sind, where the Revenue surveyors us& a 33 £9et chain, 
or h:!.lf a Gunter's chain, an acre of 4 by 2! Gunter's chains, or 264 feet 
by 165 feet has been proposed. 

In the Sutlej Valley, where rectangulation was carried out by the 
Survey of India to 100 acres, and by the Revenue staff to 25 acres, the 
system of numbering allowed for 25 acre stones being included, so that 
numbering by the Survey of India was not consecutive. It is therefore 
necessary to decide down to what sized rectangles the system of num-
bering is to apply, before it can ~e devised. · . . 

The method of numbering stones act1.1ally adopted is illustrated in 
plate II a. It consists of the sub-division of a block into numbered 
rectangles and the numbering of the stones falling in each of these, 
starting from the north-west corner. Thus the ·stones of numbered 

·rectangle No. 5, in Block A, are A f, t and so on. It permits of many 
variations, by different sub-divisions of the block. 

It is important that the system should give symmetrical results for 
the final maps and charts, because it is not possible to number all stones 
on these, and the numbering of any stone should therefore be easily cal
culable. It is also convenient that the numbering should be symmetrical 



Page 7, para. 14, line 6 from bottom 

For " As details a.re taken " rea4 " As levels are taken " 
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as regards khakas, but this· should be subservient to the above considera
tion. Both these results are obtained if the numbered rectangle. is a. 
sub-division of both a main rectangle, i.e. of a khaka., and of a sheet Ol' 
a chart, as was the case in the Sutlej Valley. 

When an exact number of main rectangles falls in a. sheet ol' chat·t, 
the numbered rectangles might coincide with them, this system being 
very convenient for use in th~ field. Alternatively the numbered rect 
angles might coincide with sheets or charts. This would be inconve
nient as regards. khakas unless the numbering on these were rendered 
symmetrical by there being an exact number of main rectangles in a sheet. 
But the ad vantage from the point of view of a clear numbering system 
for the sheets is so great, that. the forme•· disadvantage, which can be 
got O\'er by numbering stones on khaka.s at head quartet'S before issue, 
might very well be overruled. Where final rectangl~s included iri the 
numberit1g system are very small, this system would result in very high 
numbers and might be rule:! out ·on that account. These alternative 
systems are illustrated in plates II a, b, c. 

LEVELLING 

Levels are provided at the corners of small rectangles and at inter
mediate points along their sides, (see plate X). The number and posi
tions of levels should be decided by the Irrigation Department. It 
should be decided whether additional levels are required where lines cut 
topographical fe.a.tures. The question is discussed in para H. Special 
orders are also •·eqnired on the question of ground levels, as discussed 
in para 51. 

The Irrigation Department nor~a.lly requires level charts showin.,. 
positions !ind values of levels. The scale and size of these charts depend 

. on the use to which they wiil ultimately be put. 

(a) Not ba&ed on details~eruey. Contour sheets combined with the 
level charts are usual! v contoured at 1 foot i!ltervals. Where no detail 
survey is undertaken, these can be prepared, but it must be understood 
that the resultinj!: contonrs, althongh useful for guiding the eye \vhen 
planning details based on levels, throw no additional light on the levels 
or shape of the ground. As details are taken at arbitrary points i.e. at 
rectangle corners Ol' points at fixed distances between them, it follows 
that these cannot be utilised to show ridges, depressions, or the true 
shape of the ground. An improvement can be ell'ected by taking addi
tional levels at topographical features but any work of this sort can be 
but a. partial remedy, as such levels can only be obtained along the lines 

11. 
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of levellin!;", and all featmes or portions -of features· not· cut by these 
will be missed. Contouring without detail survey can never be- re
garded as >atisfactory, though it may be useful, provided its limitations 
are understood. It must be realized that the accuracy of the contours 
depends largely on the distance apart of levels and, where the necessities 
of the project only demand- say .100 acre rectangles, a very great deal 
of the accuracy, which could be obtained with say 25 acre rectangles, 
is sacrificed. An example of tl)is kind of c9ntour_ sheet appears in 
plate XVII. . . -• 

.·. · · (h) Qo1('hined with detail smT~1J.. Very much improved contonr 

.sheets .c:i.i,- '§~ prepared by consideration· of levels combined wit!.> detail, 
even ~hoiigh contouring 1s not done on the ground. To carry out accu
rate conto'uring at 1 foot interval. would be a very costly and lengthy 
undertaking and would almost certainly be .prohibitive, both in time 
and cost. If however highly trained personnel were available, tlie ques
tion of accurate contouring on the· ground might in some cases be 
considered. 

It. would be possible to effect a compromise by contouring only 
difficult portions on the ground. The extent to which this would be 
feasible or desirable would depend on circumstances such as nature of 
the ground, time, and personnel available. In normal slightly undulating· 
or nea1·ly flat ground, contour sheets based on levels and detail should be 
quite satisfactory, even if prepared in office, especially when based on 2fJ 
_or 16 acre levelling. · 

DETAIL ·SURVEY 

'rhe scale of survev should conform to that of the level and contour 
sheets.· In the case of recent surveys, 4 inches to 1 mile has been found 
com·enieilt, and, in the case of the Haveli Project, co.mpiled reductions 
on scale 1 inch to 1 mile'bave also been asked for. 

It is important to decide what detail should be shown and what 
omitte<l. Detail should not be omitted because it is not required for the 
preliminaries of the project, and due consideration should be given to 
what will eventually be required for planning the final details. All 
existing detail could usually be shown on the scale of smvey without 
undue. overcrowding, bnt it is desi-rable not to COI)fuse the plans by 
showing anything which is unnecessary. Trees and val'ious jungle and 
scrub symbols are usually shown ou Survey of India maps, but would 
not generally be ·required on these special maps, and if not, should be 
omitted' Cultivation boundaries are unlikely to be useful. They are 
of no interest to the Irrigation Department. and must, of necessity, 
all disappear as !;oon as new inigation is introduced. Village bouDdarics 
are very troublesome to survey, especially when not clearly demarcated, 
and under certain circumstances, such as the prospect of their being 
speedily scrapped, might not be required, 
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Names of all villages and hamlets should be shown but it may not 
be necessary to show those of wells, which are usually numerous in 
this type of country. The names of these wells are seldom permanent, 
depending on who is the owner at the time o_f survey. The wells them
selves are of great importance, but the Irrigation Department usually 
gives numbers to them an~ is not interested in temporary names. As 
the saving of typing eff~c~d by omitting them is very considerable and 
the reproduction of maps much acc)llerated, permission should be sought 
to do so, as has been done in the later sheets for the Sutlej Valley 
Project. 

In the case of a special survey undertaken for the Panjnad Vo eir 
Site of the Sutlej Valley Project most of the detail survey fell outside 
the rectangulated area. In order to give the engineers datum levels, 
pillars were built by them in suitable positions, which were fixed by 
traverse and levelled. . Pillars and their levels were shown on the 4 inch 
maps and the co-ordinates of the former supplied. 

It ·may be neces11ary, where rivers with fluctuating channels and 
banks are concerned, to survey them annually in the neighbom·hood of 
Weir Sites. If in such areas rectangulation, with levelling based on it, · · 
is too far off to satisfy requirements, it may be desirable to fix and level 
points as described above. These pillars would fo1·m permanent fixed 
points on which annual surveys could be based. A specimen of the 
Panjnad Weir Survey appears_ in plate XX. 

In the event of detail survey not being required and existing 
surv~ys being considered ·adequate," contour ·sheets could be prepared 
combined with the latter, but as existing maps would probably be on a 
small scale, it might not be possible to show contours at 1 foot interval. 
Even if contouring were not required, it would probably be useful to 
provide a set of existing maps with rectangulation plotted on them, this 
being the most convenient way of recording it. 

PRINTING 

17; 
.f!lamett) 

18. 
Special 

surueys near 
weir s.:tes, 

19. 
Rectangula
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combined 
with existing 
suruey maps. 

The printing of detail sheets and level charts should be carefully 20. 
considered, keeping in view the uses to which they are to be put. The 
Irrigation Department have to use those plans to prepare th~ir project. 
If suitably prmted therefore, they can also be used convemently as a 
basis for final plans showing the completed work, which plans will in 
their turn have to be reproduced. Plans for the Haveli Project ~)ave 
been very carefully considered on these lines and the conclusions arrived 
at are embodied in sample plans (plates XVIII a &; b). In addition, a 
black print of topographical detail only will be printed and a series of 
1 inch to 1 mile maps prepared by reduction (plate XXI). 
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The objects of these are :-
(a) Plate XVIII a; For planning distributaries, the contours being 

emphasized and the detail subordinated. 
(b) Plate XVIII b.- For planning water-courses, etc., and as a 

basis for final plans. These sheets, exc~pt for levels, will be printed in 
a blue which will not reproduce, so that the Irrigation Department can 
·show all details required on their final plans. These details only, 
together with levels, will appear on reproduction.· 

(c) The black print, showing topographical detail only, is intended 
to clear up any points which may not be clear on the combined plans. 

fa) The 1 inch to 1 mile maps are intended to illustrate reports. 
· Plate XIX shows a sheet as prepared for the Sutlej Valley Project, 

in black only, with contours in brown." 

PROGRAMME 

21. It is necessary to co-~rdinate the rectangulation, levelling and 
Coot~rdination. detail survey so that maps may reach the engineers in as short a time 

22. 
Summary of 

points for 
decision, 

as possible. · 

Normally rectangulation is started first, preceded by any necessary 
triangulation or traversing. Levelling may proceed pari passu, as soon 
as rectangulation is sufficiently advanced to permit ·of a start, and, as 
levelling is a quicker operation, the same area should usually be 
rectangulated and levelled in one field season. Detail survey should 
preferably start the followin"' field season, although it may be desirable, 
in case of great urgency or to employ personnel, to make it follow the 
rectangulation more closely, remembering that normally the latter is 
necessary as a basis for the survey. It must also be remembered that, 
where detail survey is taken up prior to levelling being completed and 
resulte received, no attempt can be made to contour any portions on 
the ground. _ 

Taking into consideration the personnel available, a rough pro
gramme should be drawn up in conformity with the above and ap
proved by the Irrigation Department. 

(a) Dimensions and orientation of small rectangles. Size is a 
multiple of that of final plots, involving settlement of the dimensions to 
be adopted for the acre. Orientation depends on the desired arrangement 
of levels. 

( b ) Dimensions and orientation of main rectangles, the former 
being mainly a survey consideration, orientation being such as to bring 
cleared ,Jines in the direction of levelling and to satisfy requirements of 
tl8oversmg. 
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( c) Numbering of stones. 
(it) Number and position of levels and whether intermediate levels 

should be taken to indicate topographical features and changes of slope. 
What orders should be issued 1·e ground levels on mounds and artificial 
ground.· 

( e) Scale and form of level charts, which will be that of contour 
and detail sheets. 
·. (/) Whether, in the event of no detail survey being asked for, 
contour sheets are required; after consideration of their probable useful-
ness and their limitations. ' . 

( !1) ~n case a detail survey is required, scale of survey and whether 
compiled maps on smaller scale are required, what detail should be shown 
and if any can be omitted. Whether the nature of the ground is likely 
to necessitate any contouring being done on the spot. As rectangulation 
is usually confined to high ground, not liable to ~nundation, it is prob
able that detail survey will be required to extend outside the rectangu-
lated area and "this point should be decided. . 

( k) Whether any ~pecial surveys are required near weir sites. 
· ( i) In the event of existing detail surveys being considered ade

quate, whether any contour sheets are required b:J.sed on them or, if not, 
the question of plottingrectangulation on. existing maps. 

(j) Form of ·printing of detail, level, and contour sheets and 
number of copies required. . ·. · 

( k) Rough programme of W'ork to be ·carried out each year fo that 
it may be completed when required.. · 

22. 
(Contd.} 
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SECTION J.Il 

PRELIMINARY WORK PRIOR TO TAKING 
THE FIELD 

GENERAL 

23. · In ~ddition to the usual correspondence with local officials which is 

24. 
Preliminary 

work. 

necessary when a party takes the field, a Government notification 
should be issued to ensure that survey marks and stones are not tamper
ed with. The foliQwing is a copy of the Punjab Government notifica
tion issued for the Sind Sagar Doab Rectangulation, which may be 
taken as an example. 

Revenue uud A.vriculture In·igution. Notification No. 9930R dated 
Lahore the 30th April 1918 . 

• " Under Section 107 (ll of the Punjab Land Revenue Act 1887, it 
is hereby notified that rectangular survey for the purpose of canal 
alignment, colonisation and the preparation of a record of rights is 
being made by ~the officer in charge of the Sind Sagar Party of the 
Survey of India Department in the area situated between the river 
Indus and the rivers Jhelum and Chenab, lying within the limits 
of the Mianwali, Shahpur, Muzaffargarh and Jhung districts, res
pectively, and commonly known as the Sind Sagar Doab, and that 
pillars of stone, iron and wood will be erected as survey marks in 
the said area by the said officer". · ~ 

On the strength of this notification, district officials should be asked 
to issue stringent orders, that no survey stone or mark should be 
tampered with under threat of punishment. 

RECTANGULATION 

( a) Selection of the most suitable origin and computation of cor
ners of existing 1 inc~ or smaller scale maps relative to it. 

(b) Showing on 1 inch maps the projected main rectangles relative 
·to the same origin. As these maps will have to be issued to triangulators 
or traversers, a sufficient number must be prepared for them and for other 
purposes. 

(c) Preparation of an index map on convenient scale, say 1 inch to 
4 miles, showing blocks and rectangles, ( see plate III ). 

( d) Despatch of index map for reproduction. 
. (e) Division of the area into zones, each containing a stone depot. 

Distance apart of depots should average 4 or 5 miles or as considerea 
convenient, considering the form of transport available, (see plate III). 
. (f) Calculation of number of stones required for each zone. adding 
5 °/0 for breakages and arranging for their supply at the depots. 
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( ,q) Decision as to method of numbering of stones (see plates 
II a, b, c. an~ para 11) and preparation of a block plan showing this. 
This plan should be approved by the Irrigation Department before repro_
duction. 

( k) Plotting, on a copy of index map, of all existing triangulation 
and traverse data for consideration of triangulation or traversing required. 

( i) Preparation of kbakas and reproduction of a sufficient number 
of copies ( see plate V ) . 

LEVELLING 

Levelling for the Sutlej Valley Project, which can be taken as typi-
cal, was of three kinds:- · · 

(a) Cont1·ol level ·ci1·cuits. These consist of secondary doitble 
levelling circuits, with necessary tie lines to connect interred 
and inscribed. bench marks and to join with the nearest 
lines of high precision levelling, (see plate VIII). The 
system should be devised so as to provide bench marks as 
near to as mauy blocks as possible, so as to enable connec
tions to be made with tertiary double levelling circuits. 

It is essential'that this control levelling should be absolutely 
reliable and hence accuracy should not be sacrificed to 
speed and outturn. 

(b) Tertiary double levelling round the perimeter of the area 
and in the form of"circuits which were sub-divisions of 

. blocks (see plates IXa, IXb ). 
(c) Tertiary single levelling along rectangulation lines startinoo 

and closing on double-levelled stones. · ., 

An index map should be procured from the rectangulation party, 
showing the whole area as sub-divided into blocks, and a block index 
showing division of blocks into rectangles and system of ~umbering of 
stones. Lines of levelling can then be planned, bearing in mind that 
levelling (c) should follow cleared lines which will be parallel to the 
short sides of main rectangles. Plates IX a, b, show typical sub-divi-
sions of blocks into main rectangles, books and circuits. . 

It is necessary, before levelling (a) is commenced, that a sufficient 
number of interred bench marks (Type B"-see plate XVI) should be 
built. This work is usually done by the Irrigation Department who 
should be informed what is required. The bench marks are embedded. 
from 4 to 8 miles apart over the area. Secondary double levelling is 
usually carried along roads ot· other easy routes and interred bench 
marks should be placed, as far as possible, on stable ground and on sites 
where they are likely to be preserved, such as in villages, bungalow 
compounds etc. This work should, whenever possible, be done the 

24. 
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season before work is commenced, and before the 1·ains. When ground is 
unstable the constructor should dig down to firm and solid ground for 
the foundations of the bench marks, but normally they are embedded 
with their tops 2 feet below ground. They should be suitably inscribed 
on the top, substituting for G.T.S. initials referring to the Irrigation 
Project (see plate XVI). • 

Masonry referring pillars have also to be built, which may conve
niently be about 10 feet North of the bench marks. They should" have 
suitable inscriptions such as those in the Sutlej . Valley which 

s.v.c. 
were B.M, 

10ft. 

. Bench marks should also be built at canal rest-houses which fall 
near the lines to be levelled, by inscribing stone slabs let into verandah 
floorings. When selecting a site for such bench marks, care should be 
taken to see that the roof is not below 10 ft. high, so that a levelling 
staff can be placed on the mark. 

In addition to the usual forms in use by the Survey of India 
Department, speeial forms have to be prepared. Those used in the 
Sutlej Valley are shown in plates XII-XV. Plate XII illustrates a page 
of the level book. Plate XIII shows the form used for adjustment of 
:Block circuits of tertiary double. levelling, plate XIV that used for 
recording tertiary double and single levelling. Plate XV is the level-
lers' diary form. · 

DETAIL SURVEY 

Where village boundaries are required to be shown, village maps have 
to be obtained through the Director of Land Records and reduced to the 
scale of survey. This is a considerable undertaking, as the scale of 
village maps is generally large, and it is necessary to use some method by 
which a large staff can be employed on the work simultaneously. A 
convenient method of doing this has been found to be as follows. Assum
ing that village maps are on the scale of 24 inches to the mile and 
reductions are required to the scale of 6 inches to the mile, transparent 
glass negatives are prepared, ruled into squares of convenient size, say ! 
inch. Squares one sixth this size are ruled and printed in blue on rag 
litho paper. The glass negatives are placed over the maps and 
reduction effectedbyeye,squarebysquare, on the squared paper. Where 
time is short, boundaries only may be shown on reductions, as it is seldom 
that village maps are sufficiently accurate or complete to permit of 
much use being made of the detail. It must be remembered that 
.village maps are original records and every care should be taken in their 
use and in packing them for transit. :Boxes containing them should 
always be opened by a gazetted officer and if they are received in bad· 
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condition, a report to that effect should be immediately sent to the 
Revenue Departm~nt. · They should always be packed flat in tin lined 
boxes. 

·As final sheets at·e prepared by direct photography from plane table 
sections, a specimen should be projected with, as far as possible, all 
borders, headings, foot-notes etc., and printed in black on field sections 
before taking the field. Rectangulation lines should be shown, but it 
may be desirable, for the sake of clearness, to omit minor sub-divisions. 
A projection of about 20 inches by 15 is a convenient size, but the exact 
size of the sheets is affected by that of the rectangles. 

As conventional signs will usually differ from those in normal use 
in the Department, it is desirable to prepare specimens for use by plane
tablers, showing any which do not appear on the tables at the foot of 
the plane table sections. 

31. 
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SECTION IV 

METHOD OF WORK 

RECTl\.NGULATION 

Main rectangles are demarcated by. fixing their corners with re
ference to triangulation or traverse stations located ar. near them as 
pos~ible. The work is carried out in four successive operations. 

( a ) Triangulation or traversing to fix stations nea:r corner stone~ 
of main rectangles (with preliminary tl·aversing or triangulation, where 
necessary to form connection with G. T. Stations), and its computation. 

. . { o) Location o~ corner stone.s of main rectangles by measurement 
of d1stance and bearmg from ·stations. 

As a check on the accuracy of the work the .traverser should connect 
each stone by traverse with one of his other stations and send the observed 
angle and distance to the computing section which should, by compu
tation, ascertain whether the stone has been laid conectly. 

(c) Exterior rectangulation. 
( d) Interior rectangulation. 

Traversing is the more usual and satisfactory method, as the fixing 
of corner stones from one traverse station and closing on another gives 
an immediate check on. the accuracy of the work. Moreover triangula
tion, in flat ground, usually necessitates the use of high signals which 
do not give satisfactory results, whereas for traversing these are not 
required. Under exceptional circumstances, however, such as very open 
ground with mounds or low hills, triangulation may be resorted to, if it 
results in greater cheapness and rapidity of execution. Triangulation 
might also be advantageous in country too cut up to admit of accurate 
chaining. 

Triangulation should consist of parallel series of quadrilateral 
figures running in the direction of the rectangulation, their stations 
being as close as possible to 'the theoretical positions of the main rect
angle corners. The stations of every fourth series are observed, the 
remainder being intersected. These series should be joined at intervals 
of about 20 miles by parallel series running at right angles to them, the 
whole being tied to a continuous series skirting the outer. limit of the 
area (see plate IV.). · 

Before starting observations, the triangulator should carry out his 
reconnaissance with a plane table mounted with a 1 inch map with 
main rectangles shown_ on it. This consists of locating on the 
ground, by interpolation from such detail as is available, positions for 
his stations and intersected points as near as possible to the actual 
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corners of the rectangles. Having reconnoitred and fixed at least 8 
stations in this way, he proceeds to observe the net work thus formed, 
using signals and ladders as described below. (See plate VII). 

As rectangulation is usually confined to high ground not liable to 
inundation, it is desirable to fix, by intersection, prominent points in low 
ground along river banks, to form a basis for detail survey where there 
are no stones. 

Where triangulation is carried out a season ahead, stations must 
be semi-permanently marked by stakes, which may be creosoted, 30 
inches long and 3 inches square in section, and pointed at one end, as 
w<ts the case in the Sind Sagar area. These were driven into the 
ground, 9 inches being left exposed. With a view to the recovery of 
the stakes in the case of their being obscured by drifts of sand and a~ a 
precaution against damage or removal, clods of earth were piled round 
them, and tripods made of stout branches of trees were erected over 
them and firmly fixed into the ground. All stakes were placed under 
the custody of lumbardars of villages, receipt being taken for the num
ber made over to them. 

Where computation proceeds pa1·i paa811 and demarcation of main 
rectangles follows immediately, rough temporary marks only are re
quired, to last until the rectangle concerned has been demarcated and 
proved. Where, however, location of corners follows immediately, but 
demarcation of rectangles is left till the following season, semi-perma
nent marks should be erected, with the same precautions as regards loss. 

Signals (see plate VII) wet·e 20 and 30 feet high, made of chir 
wood poles 10 feet long, with single or double joints, according to the 
height of the signal, surmounted by a stt·ong white cloth top and held in 
position by means of four guy ropes fixed to the lower ring of the top. 
From experience it was found that the ropes soon became loose and the 
poles sagged out of the vertical. This was due to the insecure hold for 
pegs in the sand. The 30 feet, or double jointed signals were useful 
to overcome obstacles such as trees or hamlets. The double joint had 
however a tendency to weaken the pole which could not always sustain 
the strain imposed on it. The great disadvantage of this signal was 
that it did not keep vertical and was liable to oscillation. 

In triangulation of this nature, where high signals are a necessity, 
c:>ra should be exercised in their design so that these difficulties can be 
overcome asf&r as possible. Tht·ee pegs instead of four would facilitate 
erection of the signals. Phtmmets are supplied, but a convenient and 
rapid way of plumbing the signals would be as follows. Guy ropes, 
could be m'l.de all exactly the s:>me length and pegs driven in at equal 
distances from the mark, sJ that the point of attachment of the guy 
ropes to the signals, i.e. the base of the signal top, would be directly 
over the mark. 

36. 
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Ladders were also used for .reconnaissance purposes (see plate VII) 
consisting of a. chir wood pole on a base in the shape of a cross. The 
pole carried seven circular iron bars pierced through it at intervals of 
1 foot, and was supported by three guy ropes.· 

To ensure accurate work, in addition to such traverses or trian<>'ula
tion as may be necessary along the perimeter of the area, and to co;nect 
with G.T. work, a network of main traverse circuits is run along the sides 
of blocks, with tie lines bisecting the blocks in both directions. Points 
should be fixed by intersection in low ground as laid down in para 36 
sub-para 3.. . . · 

Parallel sub-circuits are then run, conforming as near as possible 
to the rectangulation lines as plotted on the maps, stations bein"' located 
near the theoretical positions· of the corners of main rectangles."' As the 
latter are fixed by .measmement-from one traverse station and checked 
by closing on another, a second station should be made at no <>'reat 
distance.· · . " 

Computations should always proceed pMi pass?t and corners should 
be located as soon as possible, so that only temporary marks are required 
for traverse stations. 

Where computation is carried out pm·i.passn with .triangulation or 
traversing, which should always be done if possible, and invariably in 
the case of traversing, location of corner .stones should be carried out 
by the triangulators or traversers. Failing this, the work would have to 
be done by the exterior rectangulators the following season. This would 
be very unsatisfactory owing to the possiblity of obliteration of stations 
and the fact that rectangulators would be required to possess higher 
qualifications than are expected of them when employed on their 
ordinary duties. In the following discussion it is therefore assumed that 
this is the case. 

As soon as computations are .complete, triangulators or traversers 
must be supplied with khakas showing the distances and bearings of the 
corners which they have to locate, relative to the nearest stations, and 
must fix them accordingly, numbering the stones as soon as. embedded. 

Hitherto it has been considered sufficient for the triangulators or 
traversers to demarcate the corners only, and it has been necessary for 
the exterior rectan"'ulators to obtain their initial direction by means of 
a theodolite set at the computed angle between their forward stone and 
the nearest trian"ulation or traverse station. It should be possible to 
avoid the use of the theodolite by rectangulators altogether if the trian
<>'nlators or traversers,. when embeddin<> stones, were to place stones or "' ~ . marks in the directions of the adjacent corner stones, to g1ve rectan-
gulators their initial· direction, and this method will be given a trial. 
(Also see notes on the new instrument in para 48 )· 
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As a check on the accuracy of the work the traverser should 
connect each stone by traverse with one of his other stations and send 
the observed angle and distance to the computing section which 'shotl'ld, 
by computation, ascertain whether the stone has been laid correctly~ 

~-· 

Before proceeding to his work each exterior rectangulator receives 
the khakas from the traversers, on which are shown the bearings and 
distances. of each of his corner stones with reference to adjacent trian
gulation or traverse stations. (He. would not need this information if 
a mark had previously been .placed when the corners were located, as 
suggested in para 42 sub-para 2).. .He should also be given a copy of 
the portion of the stone depot chart which affects him. 

On arrival at his camp he should calculate the number of stones 
which he intends to embed from it and send for them from the correct 
depot .or depots as shown on the chart: 

Before starting each·· day~s _work he should decide the maximum 
number of stones he can embed'dtiring 'the day. and give instructions to 
his camel-man·'to follow him with these and to ·drop them at a prescribed 
time, one at each of· the approximate positions of the stones, as marked 
by flags and pegs along the line he is demarcating. 

42. 
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On proceeding to his initial corner he should, . if the forward .line 45. 
has not already been .indicated by :a "!'ark, obtain his initial direction Procedure. 
by setting off the angle between his' forward corner stone and adjacent 
triangulation or traverse station and plant a flag iii the direction obtained. 
Having erected a signal on the starting stone, he should proceed to 
demarcate the line in successive operations as follows. . . . .. 

(a) He should prolong his line by aligning flags by means of his 
theodolite and, by measurement with a -long chain, put in pegs and erect 
flags at the correct distances between stones until he reaches the .. forward 
corner stone, where he should erect a second signal. As an alternative 
method, the procedure may be varied in open country and work very much· 
simplified. It· may be possible to erect a si~nal at the forward corner 
stone before commencing demarcation, thus far,ilitating alignment and 
eliminating lateral error and the necessity of clea1·ing a second line when 
correcting it. It must however be remembered that the stone is some 
miles away and may be difficult to find, and much time may be wasted in 
locating it under unfavourable conditions. 

(b) After measuring his closing error in distance and alignment,· 
the latter at right angles to his chain line, return along the line and 
distribute the error at each stone, clearing the line where necessary and 
erecting flags at the new positions. Tables of corrections to be . applied 
can conveniently be prepared (see plate VI). 
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(c) Check the aiignment by erecting his theodolite at one or more 
commanding positions on it and testing the correctness of .his position by 
measuring the angle between the two signals. If this is not exactly 
J 80° he moves his theodolite until it is so, thereby placing himself on 
the correct line. He can now check and finally align his flags. 

(d) Having carried out operations (h) and (c), either separately or 
together according to circumstances, and finally satisfied himself as to 
the correctness of the sites, he should embed and number the stones, 
entering the numbers on his khaka. Great care must be observed in 
embedding stones that the correct position is maintained. ·To ensure this, 
it is useful to place pegs at a measured distance in either direction-along 
the line, from which the final position of the stone can be checked by 
measurement. Stones are embedded with their tops 10 inches above ground 
and should face the adjacent stones, thus indicating their direction. 

The maximum closing error which is usually a.llowed is 1 in .1000, 
laterally or in distance. If the error is greater than this, the line must 
be re-demarcated and, if error persists, the presumption is that the forward 
corner stone is wrongin positiom If this is found to be so, the camp 
officer should be informed and the stone can be corrected, under his 
orders, by measurement;from the'three adjacent main corner stones, the 
mean position obtained· being acc~pted. 

This consists of the final sub-division of the main rectangles into 
their component rectangles by running lines between the intermediate 
stones, as fixed by the exterior rectangulators, and embedding stones at 
the correct intervals along them. 

The general method of work is the same as that adopted by the 
extel'lor men, except that interior men do not use theodolites. The initial 
direction is obtained by laying off a right angle wi~h :'n optical square. 
(Also see note on new instrument in para 48). Thts IS usually done by 
aligninoo two flaoos one in either direction, along the exterior line and 
placing" a third flag at right angles by taking the mean of the h~o. P.o~i
t!ons _obtained with the optical square from th~se two ~ags. Thts. m~bal 
lme .ts· prolonged as before ":nd subsequent operatiOns are. stm.tlar. 
Havmoo no theodolite the intertor demarcator cannot check hts align
ment by the 180° method, but can do so by aligning .two flags on one 
si<>'ual and checkinoo the correctness of their alignment on the other. 

0 0 . 

In very open country alternative methods may sometimes be adop~
Ed in subdividinoo a main rectan"'le.· Where each flag along the mam 
rectangle is visible ffom its oppo~ite flag, interi?r stones. may be placed in 
their correct positions by erecting flags at the mters.ecbons of the h.nes 
joining them, thus eliminating all chaining and adJustment of closmg 
errors. Every opportunity should be taken to speed up the work by 
taking advantage of favourable conditions. 
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A new instrument has been devised for laying out right angles 
and other operations connected with rectangulation. A rectangular 
prism is employed which, it is claimed, enables a right angle to be laid 
out accurately to within a minute. It cannot go out of adjustment, 
as can an optical square; and, being on a stand, is far more accurate 
and convenient to use. It is also fitted with a sight vane usable in 
both directions so that it can be utilized for aligning flags, ete. It 
will be given a trial and, if successful, should replace the optical square 
and, it is hoped, the theodolite for rectangulators. 

The same work khaka is utilized throughout when locating corner 
stones and carrying out exterior and interior rectangulation. In addi
tion to the numbers of stones, rect,.ngulators should enter on khakas 
the distances between them, as first measured, ( see plate V ) and the 
final distances after distribution of the closing errors. Partal khakas 
are dealt with under partalling~ 

The work should be rigorously checked by measurement with 
a crinoline chain, and it has been customary for partallers to check 
50°/0 of the lines. One partaller is provided for 4 or 5 rectangulators, 
who may either be. ordered. by the camp officer to check certain 
lines or be attached to a group of rectangulators with general orders 
to partal 50°/0 of the work. · · 

Every partaller is given a partal khaka for each rectanoole and 
first measures the distances between stones and enters them on it. He 
then distributes the errors and re-embeds the stones· in their correct 
positions, noting the final measurements in red. It is not necessary 
to move stones to adjust any small error& below 1 foot. When he 
alters a stone, he draws an open circle on the khaka on that side of the 
original stone symbol towards which he moves it. 

· The partal khakas should be sent to camp officers on completion, 
who should take necessary steps to punish rectangulators whose work 
is bad. It should however be remembered that partallers cannot 
always be trusted and rectangulators should not be condemned until 
their work has been checked by their ·camp office1·s. Camp officers 
should test partallers as well as rectangulators. 

· In order to avoid the necessity of realignment of interior rectan
gulation owing to shifting of exterior stones, exterior work should 
always be partalled before interior work is commenced. 

LEVELLING 

· The object of levelling, as carried out for irrigation projects is 
to provide ground levels for corner stones of rectanooles, and at inter
mediate points. This is qualified by the proviso tru."'t the levels should 
not be taken on inirrigablll mounds or artificial features but should 
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51. give the true height of the natural ground. This is very difficult to 
rOontd.) . · apply in practice and special orders should be given on the point. In 

the Sutlej Valley, the orders have been that, where stones are placed 
on either mounds or depressions, the levels should be ·taken on the 
natural surface nearby, provided the distance of the staff from the 
stone is not more than 15 yards. In most cases this system is fairly 
satisfactory as the resultant contouring, based on the levels, shows 
the natural ground and ignores inirrigable. features. It is a point 
however on which there- are differences of opinion and the wishes of 
the Irrigation Department should always be ascertained before orders 
are issued. 

52. 
Secondary 

double 
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leuelling. 

- An alternative to the above system would be, always to obtain 
ground levels at the actual stones and to denote on level charts, either 
by underlining or printing in e. different way, which levels are not on 
natural ground and should be ignored when contouring. In the Haveli 
Project a compromise bas been asked for, ·i.e.· that the Sutlej Valley 
procedure shonld be continued where the difference in leveL concerned 
is not more than 2 feet, but that, for differences 'greater than this, the 
alternative method suggested above should be adopted. 

Levelling in the Sutlej Valley, which may be taken as a type of 
such work, was carried out as follows :-

Secondary do11ble leveUing.-This was conducted on- exactly the 
same lines, with observance of the same precautions, as ''simultaneous 
double levelling" of the Department, -except that greater latitude 
was allowed as regards permissible difference between lev~llers at each 
station which, in the Sutlej Valley, was · 007- feet. Recordmg was sone 
on Departmental forms 2 or 1 2 Levelling. 

Tertiarv do11ble levelling.-This differed from secondary double 
levelling as follows :- . 

Both the levellers used the same set of staves and observed by placing 
their instruments side by side. . Telescopic staves, Roorke~ pattern, 
were used which were not guyed but held by kha~asts. ~hey_ 
were placed on tops of stones or, f?r groun~ levels, on spec~ally destg~-. 
ed plates consisting of two cross pteces of tron each ~t mches Ion.,, 
section 1 inch by ;\ inch, rivetted in the centre, ·an mch f~om each 
end beino- bent downwards and pointed. No staff co~partsons a~d 
correctio~s were made. Small Zeiss levels were somettmes used m 
place of larger instruments. Work was carried out throu!l'hout t~e 
day and the discrepancy allowed between the mean and mt~dle wtre 
was · 005 feet, and that between two levellers at any one. stab on · 0 l ~ 
feet. Measurements were sometimes made by pacmg and no 
chaining. No recorders were allowed. 
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Sides of circuits parallel to tertiary single levelling lines were 
treat.ed as such in every respect (see para 54), ground heights only 
being observed. Top heights of stones were observecl on other sides 
oE circuits and ground heights of intermediate points. A cross mark 
was cut on, the top of every stone of which the top height was obser
ved, to indicate to single levellers stones from which they could start 
and on which they could close their work. 

1f one connection in each circuit was impossible, at least two 
connections in each block were made with adjacent secondary bench 
marks, mean sea levels of tops of double-levelled stones being thus 
determined. Each bench mark was connected to' two stones and, if the 
difference between the levels of these, as obtained by the bench mark 
connectors, and that obtained by circ~tit-levellers, differed by more 
than · 05 feet, a third was connected to ascertain whether stones had 
been disturbed. 

Recording was done on special for::n 13 (Plate XIV) 100 feet being 
auopted as the ,datl)m throughou~. On completion, field sheets were 
sent to section officers who checked the means, rise and fall and reduced 
levels. As s'oon as all field sheets oE the circuit were received form 
(Plate XIII) was completecl by the section officer and the circuit error 
found. This is either the difference .between final and initial levels in a 
closed circuit or the difference between relative heights as previously 
and now obtained for the initial and terminal pillars. Adjustment of 
error was done by distributing the closing error between reduced levels 
oE all stones, disregarding intermediate points which did not appear ou 
the adjustment form. Mean sea levels were worked out during recess 
or by a field computing section. 

Tertia>"!} single levelling.-This was practically similar to tertiary 
double levelliug, but carried out by one man. The permissible 
closing error was 0 ·3 feet in the distance of 6! miles. Single levellet·s 
read only to two places of decimals of a foot no difference being :>!lowed 
between the mean and middle wires. 

Levelling was carried out fi"Otn one double-! eve lied stone to another, 
ground heights being observed throughout, including those of terminal 
stones. Ifa terminal stoue was missing, the nearest stone whose top 
height was known was connected. 

In addition to points on the line, lev~ Is of points lying off it at right 
angles were taken (see plate X). The rtght angle was only approxi
mo.te, bnt it is desirable that levellers should be given some instru- · 
ment to enable them to obtain it more accurately. Distances were 
usually obtained by paqing. If this is not considerecl sufficiently accu
rate, some other form oE measurement must be adopted. The most 
convenient would be a line of rope cut to the requil'ed li:mgth, a similar 
l'ope being used for measurement along the lines of levelling. 
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The following detailed description of the runninoo of an East and 
West line along the side of a 25 acre rectangle (see pl~te.X) illustrates 
the method employed. The back staff is placed on the top of the first 
pillar on the line,. the instrument being 275 feet from it, the forward 
staff on the first intermediate point. 'l'be back staff is read, first on the 
stone. and then on the ground. The forward staff is then read. The 
instrument is then set up midway between the intermediate point and 
the next stone and the back and forward staves read. The level is then 
shifted 247! feet south of the forward stone, and the back st"'ff to a 
point 4-95 feet south of the stone, the staves being read. The rise and 
fall and the relative heights obtained for North and South points are 
written in brackets, to show that the value is not included in the East 
and West line. This routine is continued until the terminal stone is 
reached. If a day's work has to be closed at an intermediate stone, the 
staff is first placed on the ground plate and then ·on to the top of the 
closing stone. 

Recording is done on form 13 a~ already described under 
double levelling, and is similar to that of secondary double levelling. 
As each line is com plcted the field sheets are taken over by the section 
officer, who bas the means, rise or fall,· and reduced levels checked. 
The terminal error is then determined by taking the differences of level 
of_ the closing and starting pillar by double levelling and by single 
levelling, the difference between the two giving the error. 

The following example will illustrate the method:-

Height of terminal stone by double levelling ... 107 ·323 
Height of starting stone by double levelling . . . 102 · 87!l 

Hei<>ht of terminal stone by single levelling 
Height of starting stone by single levelling 

Error (a-b) 0 ·14 feet. 

4·444 (a) 
104·58 
JOu·OO 

4•58 (b) 

Correction to be applied to the line is t (a-b) or- 0 · 07 feet. Dou~le 
levelled hei<>hts of terminal stones are accepted and above correctiOn 
applied to ~11 other levels. This ~orr~ct!on is c:-l~ulate~ ~nd note~ 
during the field season, and passed 1£ w1thm perm~ss1ble l~m1ts. I~ IS 

actually applied to mean sea le,•els by a field computmg sect10n or dUL·mg 
recess. 

This consists of finally computing mean sea ievels of all stones and 
points, entering in level books, and preparing rough spot ·level charts 
(see plate XI): · 
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The mean sea levels of tertiary double levelled stones are first 
determined, from the known mean ~ea level of a secondary levelling 
bench mark as below :--

Mean sea level of bench mark 
Reduced level of stone from B. M. connection 

377-295 ft. 
-8·421 " 

Mean sea level of stone ... !168·874 ft. 
From this mean sea level of the stone and its adjusted reduced 

level of double levelling, the trne value of the datum line of the circuit 
is determined as below:-

Mean sea level of stone . . . . 
Rednced level (height in circnit) 

Datum line ... 

368·874 ft. 
96·362 " 

272·512 ft. 
The value of the datum line thns obtained is · added to the adjusted 

reduced level of each stone to obtain its mean sea level. 
'rhe mea.u sea level of single levelled stones and other points in 

single lines are obtained as below :--
Mean sea level of stat·ting stone (from double levelling 

abstract) ... 372·72 ft. 
Value acceptec). for it by single leveller lO(J·OU , 

Value of datum 
~ the line correction (vide para 55) 

Datum 

272·72 " 
+0·04 " 

272·76 ft. 
This last value is added to each reduced level of single line points. 
Me .. n sea levels of all points are thus obtained. 

56. 
(Gontd). 

'rhe preparation of level books is illustrated in plate XII which is 57. 
self exphtnatory. · Mean sea levels of tops of pillars are entered in Leuel Boohs. 
red to 3 places of decimals, and ground levels in black to two places. 

On the spot level charts top heights are riot entered, only ground 58. 
levels t.o 2 places of decimals. Methods of entering levels and preparing Leue/ charts. 
blue prints are illustrated in plate XI. 

DE1'AIL SURVEY 

The survey being based on rectangulation stones, stone numbers 
should be written in light blue on th~ plane table sections before taking 
the field. 

As the final maps are to be rep~oduced in black only, the conven
tional signs should be altered so as to give as great a diversity as possi
ble. If a conventional sign, normally in use in the Department, 
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depends upon colour only to distinguish it from another, one or other 
must be changed. The conventional sign table at the foot of the 
specimen sheet (plate XIX) has been devised with this object in view. 

Country for irrigation usually consists largely of desert in which 
there are no streams, but which conta:ins many depressions of various 
shapes and depths. These are very important and should not be 
omitted, however shallow. It is convenient to show them with a cliff 
symbol where their sides are vertical, with a firm line where well defin
ed, but sloping, and with a broken line where vague and ill-defined. 
Relative hei!lhts should be frequent. As discussed under contourinoo, 
it is impossible to show sufficient contours to depict these depreasion~, 
or abrupt changes of slope, and both should be shown conventionally by 
an appropriate symbol. 

All well defined hills should be shown, and, where ridges are 
prominent, form lines might be entered on traces to assist in contour
ing. The extent to which contouring can be facilitated by temporary 
form lines indicating the slope of the ground must depend on. circum
stances, and more especially on the expertness of the surveyors available 
for the work. 

Sand-hills present special difficulties, both from the survey point 
of view and from that of contouring. They are usually iuirrigable and 
only their limits need be shown, contours being confined to irrigable 
ground. This is exceedingly difficult to carry out in practice, eopecially 
where sand-hills do not rise abruptly, but are bordered by low sand un
dulations merging into level ground. Special orders should be iss11ed 
as to how such o-round should be dealt with, both by levellers and 
surveyors, after inspection of the ground by the officer in char~e ":nd, 
if necessary, consultation with the Irrigation E~gin~er~ .. The prmctple 
should be borne in mind that contours are reqmred m Irrtgable, but not 
in inirriaable around the latter bein!! shown conventionally by the 

0 0 ' ...... 

detail surveyors. 

The method of dealing with village boundaries will depend _on 
their .. ccuracv as taken from villaae maps, and on the cleamess With 
which they a."r~ demarcated on the ground:. I~ has been fou~d that the 
most suitable method is to survey the trtJunet10ns of .o?e vtll~ge and, 
roughly to indicate from village map reductions the postttons With re~er
ence to them, of tho,;e of all other villages on the same plane ~~le sect10n. 
Trijunctions must then be surveyed ahead of the work, and vt!.age boun
daries put on in blue by adjustment b~tween them. Thus, wh_en 
ground is surveyed, village boundaries Will already be s~own Wt~h 
considerable accur:wy, and there should generally be no dtffic?lty Ill 

locating them on the ground without having to make exhaustive en
quiries from local officials. Boundaries are often clearly demarcated 
in cultivated country but not at all in waste land. 
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Where boundaries are not demarcated, but can be shown, as was 
the case in the Sutlej Valley, from village maps which have been found 
accurate, it is probably better to accept them than to endeavour to 
check Ot' resurvey from local information which is not always .reliable. 
In other words, when bo•mdaries are found accurate when demarcated, 
they can generally be accepted where undemarcatcd. Where village 
maps are based on an inaccurate framework and are quite unreliable, 
which is not the case in the Punjab, the survey of village boundaries 
would be a more formidable undertaking and a great deal of co-operation 
would have to be obtained from the local Revenue Staff. 

It is possible to have rectangulation stones shown on village maps 
by the Revenue Staff, and in this way a compilation of village boun
daries can he made and put on the plane table sections before taking 
the field. The disadvantage is that stones are not always shown correct
ly, and it is doubtful if this method is worth while. 

Riverain data should be collected prior to survey, and the positions 
· of stones roughly indicated to enable the surveyors to locate and survey 

thfm. It would be possible to compute and plot these, but it is not 
worth while owing to the abundance o£ other fixed stones. 

The usual field traces should be kept up and, as field sections are 
·all in black, it is desirable to elaborate the traces more fully than is usual, 
mainly with a view to the maps being used later as a basis fot· 1 inch 
survey. In the Sutlej Valley Project, traces were. prepared which 
were practically coloured editions of the plane table sections, with the 
addition of reference numbers for names, the same traces being used 
in re~ess as typers' guides. These traces can, if desired, be sent to 
the Irrigation Department as advance copies of the maps, to be 
returned on receipt of published copies. This was done in the case of 
the Sutlej Valley, and was appreciated. In addition to detail actually 
on the plane table sections, any further information likely to help in 
contouring should be shown, and also any detail necessary for future 
I inch maps, which has been omitted from the irrigation plans. 

The above refers especially to ornamentation. It must, however, be 
remembered that, by the time l inch maps are prepared, waste land 
will' be under irrigation, and thus it is not desirable to spend time 
surveyina the limits between cultivation and waste land, or on ornamenta
tion of the latter, unless required for the Inigation Project. 

Names are dealt with in the usual way, but the number shown 
should be the minimum required by the Irrigation Department. All 
villaooes and hamlets should be named but very few names of wells should b • 

be shown. The names of wells are seldom permanent, and vary with 
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the temporary owners. As they are very numerous, their omission 
results in a great saving of time, and permission to omit them should 
be sought. 'l'his does not refer to names of isolated wells in waste land 

. which may be important. · ' 

REpESS WORK 

. ~n _order _to accelerate the sub~ission of field se~tions for publica
tion, 1t IS desirable to start a typmg and e:ontourmg section in the 
field. Each. plane tabler should complete ~hree or four sections during 
the field season, which should begin to reach head-quarters at about 
the end of the second month. It should be possible to send the 
first batch for publication before returning to recess and to make 
considerable headway with the second. . · 

Where small scale, say 1 inch to 1 mile, maps are required in 
addition to the ordinary sheets, these must either be drawn on blue 
print reductions of the detail sheets, or be produced direct by photo
graphy from thein. If the former method is adopted, a good deal of 
detail can probably be omitted. Whether contours are possible on 
the reduced maps mu•t depend on circumstances. Each small sc~le 
map would probably cover one block. A specimen redrawn 1 inch 
sheet appears in plate XXI. 

For the Panjnad Weir Site of the Sutlej Valley Project, a 1 inch 
index map, was prepared by photoo-raphic reduction from the eleven 
4 inch maps, and the result ~ppears in plate X?CII. With 
a view to this names on the detailed sheet wet·e handprmted a great 

. deal htrger tha~ u.sual. One of the component 4 inch maps appears in 
plateXX. . 

There are various ways of ca.rrying out the compilation and the 
method adopted will vary with circumstances .. Where a ~ood deal of 
contouring is to be done on the ground it might be _desi~able, before 
taking the field, to print spot levels on_ plane table s~ct1ons _m blue, but 
this method has not been tried. In this case contonrmg might be done 
on the plane table sections in pencil, either in re~ess or the field, ":nd 
traced.. A disadvantage of this would be that typmg and contonnng 
could not proceed simultaneously and work would be delayed. In the 
average sheet the amount of detail which actually affects the contou~
ir.g is not great, and the method employed has ~een to trace ~he detail 
on to the rough compilation sheets before startmg the contourmg. 

· Where all work is done in recess, the best procedure is as follows. 
A grid is prepared for preparation of level charts (see plate XI) and 
two copies of the grid are printed in blue for ·each sh•et. One copy 
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is utilized by the levelling party for preparation of the rough compila
tion of level chirts, which rough compilations, having the levels entered 
in blue, are sent to the party preparing the contour sheets. Details 
affecting contoUl'ing are then transferred on to the blue prints and 
rough compilations of the contour sheets canied out on them. The 
remaining copy of the grid is utilized for fair level charts. 

'l'he following points should be observed when carrying out the 
work. Contours are only required in irrigable ground, and the higher 
ground is the most important. No attempt should be made to contour 
iuirrigable hill features which have been shown conventionally on the 
field sections, but contours should merely be tahn up to them. The 
country for irrigation is normally a confusion of undulations nnd 
depressions, there being no regular water features, except large rivers. 
The depressions may be either isolated and small, or the beds of 
old rivers and so more or less continuous. Usually the highest ground 
is along the banks of old river beds, consisting of silt which has been 
deposited in the past, during periodical overflowing of their banks by 
the rivers. A• even the •mallest depressions are normally too deep 
to permit of the requisite number of contours at 1 foot interval being 
drawn on the scale of survey, it. is sufficient to take the contours up to 
the banks and stop them·there. Actual contouring of depressions is 
not important as they are bound to be commanded by neighbouring 
water channels. In the case of sudden changes of slope it is also 
frequently impossible to show a sufficient number of contours, and a 
change having been shown converrtionally as described under dehil 
survey (para 59), contours both above and below should be run into 
the symbol and stopped. 

Contours should be kept as continuous as possible for the sake of 
clearne•s and to economise contour values. For instance, where the 
levels show two rises of height at some distance apart, in the absence 
of any intermediate level showing the contrat·y, it would be assumed 
that the rise is continuous and the feature should be shown by one 
contour surrounding both levels, rather than by two ring contours. 

Owinct to the absence of water features contourin"' consists mainlv 
of ring co;tonrs, and it is difficult to differentiate at a" glance betwee~ 
those showing rises and those showing depressions. To facilitate this, 
it is a very useful convention to show contour values, not breaking the 
contour as is usually done, but on the higher sides of them. Thus, 
not on! y are the contours in general made far easier to follow, but the 
doubts as to rises and depressions are removed because the contour 
value will always be inside "' ring contour showing a rise, and outside 
that showinct a depression. It should be remembered that, owing to 
the absence ~f re"'ular water features, contours are far more difficult 
to follow than in "the case of normal ground, and contour values should 
b~ exceedingly numerous. 
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FAIR DRAWING AND REPRODUCTION 

It is not proposed to discuss details of this work, as the methods 
employed would depend on the form of prints required and other 
circumstances. The importance of good registration is. emphasized. 
The spot level and contour sheets, which can be vandyked, are unlikely 
tn be much distorted, having been dealt with under office conditions. 
The field detail sheets however are certain to suffer from a good deal of 
distortion. As these have to be photographed, being on drawing paper 
mounted on cloth, the distortion can be corrected and the dimensions 
made to conform to those of the other sheets. 



SECTION V 
ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL 

GENERAL 

81 

Organization will be dealt with under the following heads, as these 
have hitherto been canied out by separate parties or offices. 

(a) Rectangulation. 
(b) Levelling, including rough compilation of level charts. 
(c) Detail survey, including rough compilation of contour sheets. 
(d) Fair drawing of level charts and contour sheets. 
(e) Reproduction. 

It is probable that it will be found more economical and convenient 
for the same agency to carry out (c) and {d), but this would depend on 
circumstances and the personnel available. 

It is necessary that all activities should be co-prdinated under one 
head who should be responsible for the planning and organization of the 
work, in consultation with the Irrigation and Revenue Departments. 
This can either be done by an officer .appointed to administer without 
executive charge, or by the officer in charge of ~ne of the parties concern~ 
ed. In the latter case, as all other work is dependent on rectangulation, 
and is preceded by it, the officer in charge of rectangulation should 
be selected if possible, and the rectangulation party should be responsible 
for preliminary work affecting the whole project, as well as that in con
nection with rectangulation itself. Levelling and detail survey parties 
would deal only with their own work. 

RECTANGULATION PARTY 

The technical personnel of a rectangulation party in the field con
sists of triangulators ortraversers or both, rectangulators and computers. 

Rectanooulators, who should be designated as such and not called 
traversers, a~e divided into exterior and interior. The former require 
hi"her qualifications than the latter, owing to the neces..ity of their 
ha~in" a moderate knowled"e of the use of a theodolite. · This 
distin~tion may be abolished under conditions discussed in para 42. 

. As work of this nature is not the normal work of the Department, 
personne]·will usually be purely temporary, and rules for their entertain
ment and terms of service are drawn up for the Department. Pay of 
rectangulators has been Rs. 80/- (rising after 8 months to 35/-) to 40/-. 
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'l'he duties of interior rectangulators are very elementary, and as the pay 
is considered too high, these men will be recruited in future on 
Rs. 20/-, if only expected to run one interior line. (See below). 

The following proposal for employing menials to do interior rect
angulation has been sanctioned as an experiment and, if found satisfac
tory, will result in a good deal of saving of cost in travelling allowances, 
tentage etc. 

( i) Interior rectangulators to have 2 .squads and run two lines, 
receiving the same pay as exterior men. 

(iz) The head tindal of each squad to be in charge of the run
ning of a line under the rectangulator, and to .receive 
Rs. 5/- temporary allowance, whilst so doing. 

Rectangulators can be employed either in groups or independently, 
the former system being preferable where there are difficulties as regards 
water nnd supplies. A group COIJfists of about 4 rectangulators and l 
partaller, who all camp together and are given part of a block to deal 
with. 1'hey usually start work on four rectangles in one liue and run 
parallel with each other. A disadvantage of this system is that partal
lers arid rectangulators are too well known to each other, and there is 
a danger ·that the former will not show up bad work. Independent 
rectangulators are given a line to sub-divide, and partallers are used to 
partal any line under the orders of the camp officer or his assistant. 

A camp officer, with l assistant, should be able to ·look after a camp 
of ~0 traversers and the required number of.computers. 

Rectangulation camps should be large, it being preferable to limi~ 
the number of camps and to give each camp officer a number of assis
tants for partallin"'. The proportion of exterior to interior men· being 
taken to be about" 3 to 5, a camp officer, with 2 assistants, should be 
able to control 24 exterior and 40 interior rectangulators. It would 
usually be preferable to give all the exterior men to one assistant and 
all the interior to the other. · 

Permanent camel transport has hitherto been used in all work of 
this nature and it has been necessat·y to allot 5 camels to each traverser, 

. 5 to each exterior and 4 to each interior rectangulator. 

·Owing to the necessity of much jungle clearing, and little devia
tion from the rectangle line being allowed, it has been nece~sary to allot 
12 kbalasis to each traverser, though under favourable circumstances 
the number might be reduced. Nine kbalasis have been allowed for 
eacl) exterior and· 6 for each interior rectangulator, including personal 
khalasis. · 
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Rectangulation work gives very little employment during recess 79. 
and, unless the staff is required for other work, the greater part of it Recess. 
will normally he sent on Departmental leave or employed elsewhere; only 
a sufficient number being retained to complete any necessary compu~ 
tion, to prepare any records which may be required of the· previous 
season's work, and to make preparations for the following season. 

LEVELLING 

As work in connection with irrigation projects is outside the nor
mal programme of the Department, levellers will generally be purely 
temporary. In the Sutlej Valley, levellers were entertained on Rs. 30/
or 35/-, rising by annual inctements of Rs. 2/8/- to Rs. 5/-, toRs. 50/-. 

In the Sutlej Valley all levellers including single levellers worked 
in pairs to save transport, etc. Secondary double levellers worked direct
ly under the O.C. detachment. They were provided with recorders. 
Tertiary double levellers were under section officers and their work 
preceded, as far as possible, that of the single levellers. Tertiary single 
levellers were given from 16 to 20 twentyfive-acre lines or 8 to 10 
hundred-acre lines to be worked from each camp. 

A camp officer, who should be an Upper Subordinate, with 2 recor
ders, can look aftet· ubout 15 levellers. 

Permanent camel transport will usually be necessary and, in the 
Sntlej Valley, camels were allowed at the rate of 1 load camel for each 
leveller. These camels were not allotted permanently to levellers but 
were at the disposal of section officers. One extra camel for each pair 
of levellet·s was allowed in desert areas to convey water and provisions. 

In normal countL·y 28 men were allowed to a pair of secondary 
double levellers, and 6 men each to tertiary double, 0r single, levellers. 
In desert areas 1 extra man was allowed for each pair of levellers. 

Work in recess was organized into 3 sections, whose duties were as 
follows:-

(a) Comp11ting Sertion.-Adjustment of do01ble levelling circuits 
(done by O.C. section) and computations of mean sea levels. 

Cb) Book Section.-Recording of mean sea levels in book form. 
(c) Cha1·t Sectio1t.-Copying of values from books on to charts. 

The average number of levellers employed in the Sutlej Valley 
for field seasons of 6 months was 70, and recess strength to deal 
with their out-turn, 21! computers, etc. These would be organized 
approximately as follows:-

Computing Section 16 
Book Section .. . 6 
Chart Section 6 
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DETAIL SURVEY 

84. (a) In the jield.-This calls for no special comment as the wo1·k is 
normal to the Department. 
· (b) I1t recess.-Work in recess.n~rmally consists of completing and 
typing plane table sections, rough compilation of contour sheets, and 
village map reduction, if any, for the following; field season. Five typers 
might be required to type 100 plane table .sections in 3 months, 'and 6 or 
7 draftsmen might contour the same number of sheets in the same time. 
It is preferable for camp officers to complete their own sheets, both as 
regards typing and contouring. The time taken over recess work de
pends on the urgency with which the sheets are required. They should 
usually be completed as rapidly as possible, in which case there would 
not be work for the whole recess for the staff employed, and arrange
ments should be made to employ them elsewhere or on the fair drawing 
of contour sheets (see para 71 ) .. 

. FAIR DRAWING OF LEVEL AND CONTOUR SHEETS 
' ' 

85. In the case of the Sutlej Valley work, this was carried out in No.2 
Drawing Office, Debra Diin, most of the draftsmen employed being 
purely temporary. This was due to the fact that, when contouring was 
started detail survey had not been asked for, and consequently there was 
no party available to undertake the work. In future, when eontour 
sheets ar~ combined with detail, the fair drawing might well be carried 
out by the party doing the detail survey. When no detail survey is 
carried out and contour sheets are required, they must be drawn by the 
Drawing Office, or a special staff may be raised by the rectangulation 
party to do the work. A fair draftsman should draw an average contour 
sheet in 3 or 4 days, and a level chart in 2 or 3 days. 

80: 

MAP REPRODUCTION 

It is not proposed to deal with· the question of reproduction which 
is the normal work of the offices concerned, and the organization for 
~hich depends entirely on circumstances. 
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OU'J.'TURN AND COST RATES . 
Tabular statements are appended, giving approximate actual and 87. 

~stimated cost rates, and outturn to be . expected. Actual cost rates 
are chiefly based on experience in the Sutlej Valley, where, for the first 
time, rectangulation, levelling and detail survey have been carried out 
by the Survey of India Department. These figures must be considered 
very approximate, and detailed estimates, based on local conditions, 
should always be prepared. 

COST RATES 

Cost rates in r11pees per sq. mile 

Rectangulation, including triangulation 
and traversing and cost of stones 

Levelling, including computations and 
rough compilation of level charts ... 

Detail survey, including rough compila-
tion of contour sheets ... 

Drawing of level charts 
Drawing of contour sheets ..• 
Printing and provision of 50 copies of 

each of the· plans referred to in 
para 20 

100 
acre 

Rs. 

115/-

22/-

50/-
-/6/-
-/6/-

8/-

64 
acre 

Rs. 

135/-

32/-

50/-
-/8/-
-/8/-

8/-

25 16 
acre acre 

Rs. Rs. 

170/- 215/-

44/- 64/-

50/-
-/12/-
-/12/-

50/-
1/-
1/-

8/-
~ 

8/-

.. 
NOTB.-Above cost rates do not include instrument and supervision charges. It is 

usual to add 4;{ for cost o£ instruments and 10°/0 for supervision. The lat-· 
ter charge has however been waived in the case of rectangulation and detail 
survey undertaken for th~ Punjab Government, on the stren.gth of their 
utility to the Survey of India. It has however been charged m the case of; 
levelling. 
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PLATE XIII 
· Sntlej Valley Levelling. 
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Sutlej Valley Levelling. 
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PLATE ::Iii 

TYPE "8" 

Description of an Interred Bench-mark and its refe1·ring pillar. 
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The Dt'nch Mark consists of n drossc(t s~one lf X 

1' X 1'. In the centre of the sto~o on one sic.le is a 

sunken square of G inch aides and f inch deep, with 

•·•~ d h I ' k the inscription rP." ,an t eyenr, as a town an the 1 etch 

in tbe mnrgin. 

The atone sboulol be l•ld on n bed of ooncreto 3 

feet square ond 2 feet deep, and it should then he our-

rounded by brickwork set in cemOnt. 'l'he npper !llur .. 

face of tho stone i1 to be dnsh witb the masonry aod 

2 feet below ground level. 

A referring pillar of pokli4 masonry 2l feet oquaro 

nt base, a feet high ond tapering to 9 incheo oquare 

at top should he built ohove ground facing tbe Bench 

Mark. and near it, bul nol Of'er ;1. This pillar ahould 

be white waohed, and the letters 'l,,',t' and the distance 

to the Bench Mark, which should generally be obout 

6 f""t, should be neotlyond carefully out on tbe side 

which faeeo ll ( Y'uk sketch A). 

If available a po1t made of a piece ot a rail. 

with an iron plate bearing the lettera o.,~;t, nnd the di.t-

tanoe to the Bench Mark mny be 1abstituted ftJr the 

masonry pillar. Tho rail ohould be dxed as firmly as 

possiblo In tbe grouod with tho plate facing the Bench 

Mark. It should project aboat 8 feet Above ground 

( 1"id1 sketch B). 


